**DEVELOPER**  
EG DU, Entwicklungsgesellschaft Duisburg mbH

**PROJECT**  
RheinPark Duisburg

- Change of use of an industrial area into a leisure park
- Area approx. 70 ha
- Demolition of buildings, dismantling of tracks
- Remodelling of the terrain through the construction of new bank surfacing (sheet piling) and supporting walls (angled supporting walls, partially with deep foundations)
- Creation of paths and squares

**OUR SERVICES**

- Inspection for unexploded ordnance
- Subsoil investigation with corings and soundings
- Soil mechanical laboratory analyses
- Subsoil evaluation and foundation works consultancy pursuant to HOAI § 92, stages 1 - 3
- Structural engineering planning pursuant to HOAI § 64, stages 1 to 6 for bank installations and supporting walls